MILL LANE AND ASKETT AREA:
Potential Traffic Calming and Traffic Management
Measures

Note: The position statement was formally agreed by Penelope Tollitt as Head of Planning
and Sustainability in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Planning, David Johncock on
30 March 2020

Background
The Wycombe District Local Plan was adopted in August 2019. The Local Plan allocates c2500
homes in Princes Risborough, mostly through a major expansion west of the town. The
Princes Risborough Expansion Area (PREA) will see the delivery of a new relief road, new
schools, play areas and community facilities being delivered.

Figure 1: Area of Comprehensive Development.

The Local Plan includes a number of policies that are relevant to the development of the PREA;
the most relevant to this report is PR8 Provision and Safeguarding of Transport Infrastructure.
The Council has prepared further detailed guidance for the expansion, in the form of a Princes
Risborough Expansion Supplementary Planning Document (PRE SPD)1. The PRE SPD has been
the subject of public consultation during 2019 and is currently in draft form.
The draft PRESPD is based on the policies from the new Wycombe District Local Plan, and sets
out more detail about how the development and associated infrastructure should be
delivered.
In doing so it provides a framework to help guide the preparation and assessment of future
planning applications within the expansion area. It is envisaged that the SPD will be adopted
in summer 2020.
The developers of the PREA are required to fund infrastructure required as a result of the
development. In accordance with the Local Plan and the PRE SPD, early phase(s) of
development, before the relief road is fully in place will need to make use of existing highway
capacity, whilst avoiding capacity constraints, and, where appropriate, putting in place or
securing measures to deter through traffic on unsuitable routes.
As part of the Council’s community engagement associated with the development of the Local
Plan, a Princes Risborough Steering Group was established jointly with and led by Princes
Risborough Town Council. In November 2016, this Steering Group appointed a Transport
Working Group (TWG2) to consider a wide range of traffic and transport issues associated
with the proposed expansion of the town.
An important issue considered by the TWG was concern that the development of the PREA
would increase through traffic through the Mill Lane and Askett area. These concerns were
reflected in the Local Plan policy, in particular policy PR8 2(f).
The TWG’s work, at the time, considered how these problems might be exacerbated by
expansion of the town and the sorts of measures it considered would be necessary to address
these problems 3.
The TWG, at the time, laid out a potential package of traffic management and road safety
measures which were formally presented to the Princes Risborough Steering Group at that
time4. This package included a speed limit review, the introduction of one way traffic on
1

The SPD covers both the master planning of the main expansion area (referred to here as PREA) and delivery
of the whole area of comprehensive development.
2
The TWG comprised town councillors and two nominated and approved residents (formerly of the steering
group). It was supported by Wycombe District Council and Buckinghamshire County Council. TWG made
regular reports to the Steering Group on its work, including the traffic issues in Mill Lane and Askett.
3
TWG carried out its own assessment of the scale of the through traffic and estimated that approx. 83% of
peak hour traffic and approx. 70% of daily traffic in Askett Village Lane was ‘through traffic’ taking a short cut.
4
The minutes of the steering group meeting can be found at Steering Group Meeting Minutes.

certain sections of highway, full road closures at the Askett Village Lane and Mill Lane
junctions with the B4009 and also mid-way along Crowbrook Road 5, shuttle working
underneath the railway bridge at Mill Lane etc.
However the suggestion of road closures prompted concerns about traffic displacement,
permeability and highway network resilience, including from Buckinghamshire County
Council as the highway authority.
The Mill Lane and Askett area includes conservation areas (see plan at appendix 1) where
special attention must be paid to preserving the character and appearance of the area. This
means that particular care needs to be taken in the selection and design of any measures to
ensure that they are compatible with the Conservation Areas.
Nonetheless there has been a recognition that measures to deter through traffic in the Mill
Lane and Askett area will be necessary and therefore this is a policy requirement of the Local
Plan (adopted by WDC August 2019) that is also reflected in the draft PRE SPD.
DRF Consulting was commissioned in May 2019 by WDC to consider options for traffic calming
measures in Mill Lane and Askett area, whilst taking account of an early phase of development
of Mill Lane as proposed in the draft PRESPD as well as traffic management issues related to
the railway bridge along Mill Lane, which currently has restricted width for road users and no
footway.6
In parallel a Mill Lane and Askett Village area Transport Working Group (MATWG) was formed
in May 2019 consisting of interested parties, supported by officers of the Councils and this
worked closely with DRF Highways Consultants.
MATWG was asked, by the TWG, to consider the impact of traffic and road safety on the Mill
Lane and Askett Village, as per policy PR8 2(f), and to suggest potential interventions to
manage the impact of traffic that could be considered by the Council.
This report sets out a number of these potential measures, and provides initial feedback from
the Highway Authority and from the Council’s own Conservation officer. Whilst this report
has not been subject to wider consultation it highlights the issues and challenges, and gives
an indication of which measures are considered to have the most promise and hence are
recommended for further consideration.
It is anticipated that appropriate proposals for traffic management and/or traffic calming will
be funded by the development of the PREA. Detailed proposals will need to be compatible
with the statutory duty to preserve and enhance the conservation area and need to be

5 Buckinghamshire County Council as highway authority has not expressed support for the idea of road
closures due to the impact on the resilience of the highway network.
6

Network Rail has expressed concern about the potential for an increased risk of bridge strikes associated with
higher levels of traffic using Mill Lane.

supported by the Highway Authority. Any measures will be the subject of further consultation
before any formal decisions are made as to implementation.

Context
Mill Lane, Crowbrook Road and Cadsden Road are roads on the outskirts of Princes
Risborough. Sections of these are not fully single carriageway roads and do not have footways
or street lighting. The characteristics of each road varies and these can be seen in Figures 2
through to 4.
They serve local traffic as well as being used by east-west traffic between areas including
Wendover / Great Missenden / Amersham and London and the Oxfordshire area including
Thame, Chinnor and beyond. Longer distance traffic could typically use more appropriate
routes. Mill Lane also has a railway bridge crossing it located at the Crowbrook Road/Mill Lane
junction.
MATWG’s view is that these routes suffer particularly at peak times due to commuter traffic
between the M40/Thame and the Amersham to London area cutting along these roads rather
than using the signposted A4010 and A4129. It is felt this issue is particularly prevalent along
Askett Village Lane due to the roundabout at its eastern end facilitating access to the
road/crossing of the busy A4010. The group also raised concerns about localised speeding
issues.

Figure 2: Location of Mill Lane, Crowbrook Road and Cadsden Road.

Figure 3: Mill Lane

Figure 4: Crowbrook Road

Figure 5: Cadsden Road/Askett Village Lane

As mentioned, the expansion of Princes Risborough will see the delivery of a new relief road,
new schools and around 2500 homes in coming years.
Local Plan policy PR8 states that;
“2) Development …is required to provide and secure new road infrastructure … which
achieves and sustains satisfactory operation of the local road network.
Beyond the main residential area: [this includes]
(f) Measures to deter through-traffic on unsuitable routes through Askett, Mill Lane,
Crowbrook Road, and Bridge Street / Church Lane at Little Kimble and achieve a safer
environment for all road users.”
5.3.137 recognises that “there is an issue with longer distance traffic travelling east-west
using unsuitable roads” such as Crowbrook Road and Cadsden Lane at Askett, which will
intensify under future conditions. Constraining measures will be needed on these roads to
deter movement and direct it towards more suitable routes. 7”

7

5.3.137, Wycombe District Local Plan - Adopted August 2019

Extensive traffic modelling has been undertaken by Jacobs to help assess the impact of
development on the highway network. The modelling has also considered the impact of
development traffic using a number of scenarios (phasing), on Mill Lane. This report is
available on Wycombe District Councils website
(https://www.wycombe.gov.uk/pages/About-the-council/Have-yoursay/Consultations/Consultation-Princes-Risborough-Expansion.aspx).
A number of detailed technical studies exist and these were undertaken as part of the
evidence base for the Local Plan. These studies are also available on Wycombe District
Councils website
(https://www.wycombe.gov.uk/pages/Planning-and-building-control/Planning-policy/Newlocal-plan-examination-supporting-evidence.aspx).
These studies have been considered whilst designing and reviewing the potential options.
The housing delivery profile within the draft PRE SPD, which has developed from and which
has in turn informed the traffic modelling, allows for 412 homes to be delivered off Mill Lane8
as part of the first phase of expansion.
The feasibility work on the relief road design has included the closure of Mill lane towards the
north western end between the new relief road and the B4009 (see figure 5 below), and this
has been reflected in later iterations of modelling. This would reduce the attractiveness of
Mill Lane, and the narrower north western section in particular, to through traffic, particularly
that linking to the B4009 to the south east.

8

Section 5 Delivery Plan - Princes Risborough Expansion Supplementary Planning Document (Consultation
Draft – June 2019)

Figure 6: Feasibility drawing showing part of the relief road alignment including connection with Mill Lane.

The modelling output indicates that Mill Lane has the capacity to accommodate forecast
traffic movements with only limited mitigation works, notably carriageway narrowing,
necessitating shuttle working with traffic signals at the Mill Lane railway bridge.
Trafﬁc surveys and modelling have provided information about baseline trafﬁc levels in 2013,
and likely trafﬁc growth (see figure 7 below). Any new trafﬁc from the expansion needs to be
seen against background trafﬁc growth (which is the growth that will likely happen in the area
anyway). These figures are summarised in table 1 below

Figure 7: Baseline trafﬁc levels in 2013, potential background trafﬁc growth by 2033, and potential
background trafﬁc growth with expansion by 2033

Table 1. Summary of 2013 baseline and potential traffic flows in 2033

The above figures indicate that the level of increase on Mill Lane is greater than on Cadsden
Road/Askett Village Lane. The percentage change on Crowbrook Road is the largest, but in
absolute terms this would still represent a low number of vehicles using the route.

Potential Measures
Following the appointment of DRF and the establishment of MATWG, a site walkthrough and
meeting was held to discuss the issues and consider options, DRF Consulting suggested
potential physical road safety and traffic management measures. These were discussed, and
reviewed by MATWG, which met on several further occasions including with a WDC officer
and options were then further developed by DRF.
These measures are conceptual and those that are progressed would require further
refinement, design and consultation before implementation. Initial input from the Highway
Authority and WDC Conservation Area officer is included within this report.
Measure 1- Speed Limit
Consideration was given to expanding the existing 20mph speed limit in Askett Village Lane
and Crowbrook Road across a wider area to become a 20mph Zone, with self-enforcement
achieved by a comprehensive package of traffic management measures. Two alternatives for
this were considered:
a) 20 mph Zone for the entire length of Cadsden Road/Askett Village Lane, Crowbrook Road
and Mill Lane from the Railway Bridge to A4010 (plus associated side roads). The proposal to
extend the 20mph speed limit for the full length of Askett Village Lane between the village
and the B4009 was not supported by MATWG, due to the rural nature of the road.
b) Extend the 20mph zone under the railway bridge at Mill Lane and reverts to a 30mph zone
towards B4009. It further proposes to introduce a 30mph speed limit after the Cadsden
Road/Askett Village lane junction with Crowbrook Road towards the B4009.

Measure 2
Formalising the approach to and from Cadsden Rd/A4010 by building a splitter island to
slow traffic at the junction, whilst also reinforcing 20mph zone with coloured tarmac.

Measure 3
To introduce a build out and priority working at Three Crowns to reduce traffic speed. In
addition to this at the junction of Crowbrook Road and Cadsden Rd to build a sympathetic
‘green build out’ to reduce the attractiveness of this route as it has priority working and will
reduce traffic speeds.
As well as these measures making Crowbrook Road a no-through road will discourage
vehicular movements from Cadsden Road to Mill Lane via Crowbrook Road.

Measure 4
To significantly restrict movements at the junction of the B4009 and Cadsden Road,
including a no right turn onto Cadsden Rd from the B4009 and a no left turn onto the B4009
from Cadsden Rd.

Measure 5
This measure proposes to narrow the Crowbrook Road and to make it one way for a small
section (north bound). This would mean that traffic could not go Southbound to Mill Lane
from Cadsden Road and would have to use the A4010. This measure would require
significant advance signage.

Measure 6
This measure would introduce traffic signals on Mill Lane with shuttle working at the railway
bridge, allowing more space for pedestrians and cyclists, and extending the footway on the
north side of Mill Lane and on Crowbrook Road from the railbridge and the station along Mill
Lane towards the A4010 to where it would connect with the existing section of continuous
footway.
A more extensive variation would extend this approach to introduce a large urban junction
including signalisation of Mill Lane at Crowbrook Rd/Railway Bridge/Place Farm Way junction
with shuttle working over a much longer section.
The footway and verge build outs could also be widened at the junction to reduce speed
whilst restricting movements onto Crowbrook Road from Mill Lane. A build out by Mill House
is also possible that would allow shuttle work and aim to reduce traffic speeds along Mill Lane.

Measure 7
This measure realigns two junctions along Mill Lane (Kings Oak Close and at St Dunstan’s
Close). The alterations to these junctions in essence will result in a change to shuttle working
and reduce traffic speeds.

Measure 8
Formalising parking along the Old Rectory to form a narrowing to reduce traffic speeds.

Appraisal of the Measures
The measures have been reviewed and assessed. The results of this appraisal are as follows:
MEASURES
Extension of the 20mph zone and
formalising approach to Askett Village
Lane form A4010 (Measure 1, 1a and 2)

Narrowing outside Three Crowns Public
House, Askett Village Lane (Measure 3)

Junction Improvements/Narrowing at
Askett Village Lane/Crowbrook Rd (show
on plan for Measure 3)

Restriction of movements at B4009
junction with Cadsden Road (Measure 4)

PROS

An area-wide 20mph zone will encourage a wider respect of the need to drive
more appropriately in the Conservation Areas compared with the existing 20mph
speed limits

Reduces speed and enforces existing 20mph speed limit in parts of area

Reduces attractiveness of area to through traffic by introducing physical
measures such as Splitter Island, package of physical measures throughout the
zone. These measures will act to self-enforce the 20 mph zone.

Reduces speed along Askett Village Lane

Unattractive for Rat Running due to narrowness

All within Highway Boundary

Limited forward visibility so as to reduce speeds and location is key but

Sufficient forward visibility to meet design standards

CONS

Without physical measures – adherence and self-enforcement may be an issue

Would require speed limit signs that add visual clutter to an attractive semi-rural
area, much of which is within a conservation area





Proximity to Pub Car Park and turning movements
Start stop traffic – potential noise and air quality impacts to nearby residents
Would require traffic signs and other measures that add visual clutter to an
attractive semi-rural area, within a conservation area










Some measures limit access for residents
Network Resilience and impact on local residents for measures that restrict
movements needs to be considered
Extensive signage strategy required and other physical measures that may be
harmful to the attractive village character, and create an urban feel








Reduced width of Askett Village Lane to 5.5m pinch point to reduce speed
Create left only exit from Crowbrook Road removes right turning vehicles
Create a green area in centre of junction for possible landscaping
TRO for banned right turning vehicles out of Crowbrook Road
Narrowing on Askett Village Lane could be, East, West or Centre
depending on view
Reduces speed along Askett Village Lane
Unattractive for Rat Running due to narrowness
All within Highway Boundary
Potentially reduce volume of traffic accessing Cadsden Road
Proposed physical measures self-enforcing
Would make the B4009, when operating as the new relief road, safer and more
efficient due to less turning movements at this rural junction








One way section of highway southbound
from Askett Village/Cadsden Rd towards
Mill Lane (Measure 5)








Restricts and reduces volume of south bound traffic
If done in conjunction with other measures reduces attractiveness of route
Section of One Way is approx. 95m and visibility is limited so inappropriate use
may be unattractive
Allows some network resilience. Traffic regulation Order would be required
Advanced signage required to advise of no access Station
All within Highway Boundary







Some measures limit access for residents
Network Resilience and impact on local residents for measures that restrict
movements needs to be considered
Interim measure that may be replaced by improvements as part of Relief Road
project
The number of vehicles affected and hence effectiveness of this measure needs to
be further assessed
Some measures limit access for residents
Network Resilience and impact on local residents for measures that restrict
movements needs to be considered
May require a large turning circle near the Pond for large HGV’s but this needs to be
assessed technically
More extensive use of other elements of highway network
May result in more north-south traffic.

MEASURES

PROS

Signalised Measures at Mill Lane junction
with Crowbrook Rd/Railway Bridge
(Measure 6) and with Associated Traffic
management and calming Measures

Basic Option

Encourages walking and cycling to the station from the new development instead
of car use for local journeys.
Would reduce risk of bridge strikesMore Extensive Option

Introduces a different priority to the Mill Lane junction which may lead to
reduced speeds when combined with road narrowing’s proposed

Links well with traffic signals under Railway Bridge

Provides 1.8m wide footway link under railway bridge and protection to parapets
and along Mill Lane where there is no existing footpath

Realignment would reduce Rat Running

3 way signals would enhance safety and reduce rat running

Provides safer pedestrian link from Place Farm Way to Crowbrook Road

All within Highway Boundary

Reduces width of carriageway and reduces speed

Reduces attractiveness of route

Increased visibility for exit from junction

Facilitates pedestrian link via tactile paving across Mill Lane

All within Highway Boundary

Formalising on street parking with build outs creates traffic calming

Reduces Speed along Mill Lane

Helps vehicles exit driveways due to reduced speed (tracking checked)

Minimal signage and kerbing to be recycled granite to match

All within Highway Boundary

Realignment of Mill Lane junction with
King Oak Close (Measure 7)

Mill Lane on-street parking (Measure 8)

CONS

Extensive signage strategy required and other physical measures that may be
harmful to the attractive village character, and create an urban feel

Not self-enforcing – unless physical measure put in place

No access to railway station
Basic Option

Some delays for vehicular traffic because of signals and shuttle working
More Extensive Option

Reduced stacking capacity for vehicles going North at Mill Lane Signals

Potential for long delays

Access to railway station impacted

Network Resilience and impact on local residents for measures that restrict
movements needs to be considered

Extensive signage strategy required and other physical measures that may be
harmful to the attractive village character, and create an urban feel

Stop Start of vehicles may cause nuisance to residents





Impact on accesses near junctions
Visibility and parking issues need to be considered further.
Visual clutter adjacent to conservation area



Potential loss of parking due to formality

Costs
A high level costing of all the measures has been undertaken by DRF Consulting based on a sympathetic palette of materials and using the latest
available rates. A further detailed cost estimate would require further refinements and detailed survey work to be undertaken.
DRF provided base costs but these do not include all management costs such as traffic management, highway fees/charges, inflation, risk or
optimism bias. Allowing for all these costs it is anticipated that if all the measures were considered appropriate and were to be progressed a
budget of c£2m should be set aside. In accordance with planning policy it is anticipated that the cost of implementing a package of measures to
address the impacts of development would be met by developers. This could be augmented with local funding, if this were considered a local
priority.

Initial Consultations
Initial consultations have been undertaken with both the Highways Authority, the Conservation
Officer, and MATWG. Their comments are summarised as follows:
CONSERVATION
Improved accessibility to Monks Risborough station and measures to encourage sustainable forms of travel
incorporated within the proposals are welcome. However, the design of the traffic management measures
should be reconsidered to take into account place making opportunities in combination with technical
solutions, to ensure new highway features respect local character and the historic environment.
It is recognised that the Princes Risborough Expansion Area is a substantial urban extension and that long
standing concerns have been raised about the effects of traffic arising from the additional housing.
Consideration should be given to safeguarding the rural/village character of the area and ensure that the
design of any highway intervention is sympathetic to its context.
The prevailing rural character the surrounding countryside and the villages of Monks Risborough and Askett.
Monks Risborough Conservation Area was designated in 1977 by Wycombe District Council. It contains 11
listed buildings including Grade I St Dunstan’s Church and Grade II stone Dovecot and is noted as an
attractive and distinctive village. Askett is a small, rural village of considerable charm and antiquity that lies
to the south of the main Princes Risborough to Aylesbury Road, and contains 14 listed buildings (all Grade
II). The high quality and rural character of the villages and surrounding countryside is in part owing to the
informal nature of the local road network. Low-key, incremental change over time means that soft-edged
carriageways of varying widths predominate and there is a noticeable lack of intrusive or engineered
highway features.
When assessing applications, Section 66(1) of the Planning (Listed Building and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
requires special regard to be had to the desirability of preserving a listed building or its setting. Sec 72(1) of
the Act also requires the LPA to pay special attention to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the
character or appearance of a conservation area. Para 124 of the NPPF notes that good design is a key aspect
of sustainable development, creates better places in which to live and work and helps make development
acceptable to communities. Para 192 sets out matters which should be taken into account when
determining planning applications affecting the historic environment, including sustaining and enhancing
the significance of heritage assets (which includes conservation areas) and the desirability of new
development making a positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness. Para 193 goes on to
confirm that great weight should be given to a heritage asset’s significance. Wycombe Local Plan Policies
DM31 (Historic Environment) and DM35 (Place making) reinforce this approach.
An engineering-based approach is unlikely to meet these requirements as the cumulative impact of the
traffic management measures neither preserves nor enhances the established character and appearance of
the area. While it is appreciated that there are public benefits in traffic management, harm to the
environment should be avoided or minimised. Clear and compelling justification would be required to
demonstrate that all of the measures are required and that there were not more sympathetic design
solutions that would achieve the same objectives. It is therefore advised that design guidance including
Manual for Streets and AVDC’s Highway Protocol in Conservation Areas* (Highways Protocol in Conservation
Areas document) is taken into account. These documents prioritise sustainable modes of travel and balance
the movement function of streets with their place function to avoid traffic dominance.

HIGHWAYS DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT
The Highway Authority recognises the longstanding concerns of Princes Risborough Town Council and local
residents regarding traffic volumes and speed of traffic through the Mill Lane, Askett Village Lane and
Crowbrook Road areas. As an authority we support the policy position that seeks to deter longer distance
through traffic travelling east-west using unsuitable roads such as Mill lane Crowbrook Road and Cadsden
Lane at Askett.
We are committed to supporting appropriate use of these roads and measures that help achieve this will be
considered sympathetically.
It is the Highway Authorities position that the public highway is to remain open and accessible for all users
and that network permeability should be maintained.
In appropriate cases, measures that encourage active travel can have a positive impact on travel and traffic
behaviour, with benefits for the local environment and for residents.
Any measures that are introduced to deter or to calm traffic should be proportionate to expected increases
in traffic flows and the issues arising and should achieve a safer environment for all road users. Insofar as
measures are to be funded by developers, they need to be compliant with the R122 CIL tests i.e. any
contribution must be:
(a) Necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms;
(b) Directly related to the development; and
(c) Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development.
The Highway Authority recognise that there may be scepticism about the role that ‘softer’ measures can play
and how effective these can be in traffic calming, however there are a wide range of measures beyond those
that have already been implemented in the locality, and we consider that the scope for such measures
deserves to be considered further.

MATWG COMMENTS
This report identifies a range of potential measures that are supported by MATWG, and which would
contribute to road safety and traffic management in the Mill Lane and Askett Village areas.
These measures could ensure that the traffic impact of the PREA is managed effectively and the amenity
of local people is afforded protection. To avoid unintended consequences of a localised, piecemeal
approach to implementation, a comprehensive package approach should be used to deliver these
potential measures and this is MATWG’s very strong preference, even if these were delivered over an
extended period as the PREA is built out.
The views of local residents and others, would need to be sought on these issues through public
consultation to help develop the measures prior to implementation. This consultation would need to set
out clearly the background and strategy behind the need for traffic management and road safety measures
in this area.
MATWG’s work to date and its input going forwards is also important because MATWG has first- hand
knowledge of the traffic problems in this area, how these problems affect the safety and amenity of local
residents and experience of the type of measures that /could be appropriate.
MATWG feels that the contents of this report should be used to inform developers of the background to
the local traffic issues in this area, the assessment work done to date and what is considered necessary to
address the traffic issues. It feels that priority should be given to developing Measures 4 and 6 outlined in
this report.
MATWG‘s preference is for a package of ‘physical’ measures as the principal means of traffic management
in this area. MATWG is however open to considering ‘softer’ measures to support the physical measures.

Issues and Options
Modelling work has given an indication of the potential increase in traffic in the Mill Lane and
Askett area, both from background traffic growth and from the expansion of the town.
The work by DRF Consulting with MATWG has been valuable to set out and assess the range
of traffic calming and traffic management options. A number of these have been identified
that could mitigate through traffic as required by policy. These would be in addition to the
planned disconnection of Mill lane from the B4009.
The measures considered, together with consultation comments, offers a guide to potential
traffic calming and management measures and what issues would need to be considered for
measures to be developed further.
An appropriate package of measures that was funded by developers could enable compliance
with policy PR82f requirements,.
In addressing policy requirements, notably PR82f, it is important to take account of traffic and
environmental impacts, both positive and negative.
It is also necessary to consider the statutory tests governing what developers may reasonably
be asked to fund (known as the CIL regulation 122 tests – see highway comments). In this
context the level of traffic growth expected as a result of the expansion compared to that
expected from background traffic growth is material.
The assessment of positive and negative impacts indicates that whilst many of the measures
would have the effect of deterring through traffic, they could also result in localised
environmental impacts on the character of the area and some measures would potentially
make some local journeys more circuitous or disproportionately longer.
The work to date has not considered in detail the scope for “softer” measures to contribute
to addressing the traffic issues in this area. The types of “softer” measures referred to by the
Highways Authority could include putting edge marks down streets thus giving the
appearance of a visual narrowing, introducing trees, benches and cycle streets. Further
guidance on these measures are outlined in Manual for Streets 2, Healthy Streets and the
“Highway Protocol for Conservation Areas” be considered
“Softer” measures can work well in changing the street or road environment which, in certain
situations, may be as effective as, or may complement, more limited ‘hard’ engineering
measures whilst potentially costing less to deliver, with less environmental impact and
ensuring good place making.
The judicious use of proportionate ‘hard’ physical measures together with “softer” measures
may be the most effective in achieving a safer environment for all.
A more extensive package of measures would have a greater impact on the character and
appearance of the area, and on the ability of local residents and businesses to meet day to

day travel requirements. This would also be unlikely to be proportionate to the traffic impacts
arising from the expansion and so would require funding from additional sources as well as
developers.
It is suggested that measures are to be preferred where these:





deter through traffic in a proportionate way
maintain highway network resilience
avoid or minimise adverse impacts on the character and appearance of the
conservation areas and on the semi-rural character of the area
encourage more local trips to be made by active modes (walking and cycling)

This approach could also result in lower costs than a more comprehensive package of
measures and points to a combination of limited ‘hard’ physical traffic management and
calming measures complemented by “softer” measures.
The Council recognises local concerns about potential traffic impacts arising from the
expansion and supports the introduction of the measures as part of the early phases of the
development
Subject to further assessment, if a package of measures based on those set out below is
implemented alongside, and funded by, the initial phase or phases of development, this
should include the cost of monitoring so that the effectiveness of these measures can be
assessed. This will help inform whether there is a case for further measures that should be
considered as part of the assessment of further phases of the PREA (at the planning
application stage).

Recommendations
1.

A combination of limited ‘hard’ physical traffic management and calming measures
complemented by “softer” measures should be explored further. Physical measures
to be considered further are:




2.

Measure 4 (no right turn onto Cadsden Rd from the B4009 and a no left turn
onto the B4009 from Cadsden Rd), subject to further assessment of traffic
impacts as part of the assessment of planning applications.
Measure 6 (Shuttle working at Mill Lane with traffic signals and improved
facilities for pedestrians and cyclists, ‘basic option’) (These measures would be
located outside of the conservation areas.)

This package of measures should be considered further as part of the assessment of
the planning applications that will deliver the Princes Risborough expansion. This
should include:
a. Sharing this report with developers of the PRE and other stakeholders to
inform them of the local traffic issues in this area and the assessment work
done to date
b. Consideration of the sequencing and phasing of measures in relation to the
phasing of the expansion.
c. Further consideration being given to ‘softer’ measures aimed at encouraging
sustainable modes of travel and minimising environmental impact. Any ‘softer’
measures would need to be sympathetic to the conservation area and take
into account comments made by the Conservation Officer).

3.

Further work should be undertaken to establish the costs of implementing a package
of measures as indicated above, including what would be the Council’s anticipated
costs of consulting upon measures project managing implementation and monitoring.
This should be used as a baseline cost for the purposes of estimating developer
contributions towards compliance with policy PR8 2(f).

4.

If there is a desire in the community for a more extensive package of measures then
consideration should be given to identifying potential sources of local community
funding to augment s106 developer contributions that may be secured through the
planning process.

5.

Full public consultation should be carried out on the package of measures that is
agreed following assessment and prior to implementation.

6.

The results of monitoring should be used to inform future assessment of traffic
volumes and speeds to guide any future decisions about what if any further measures
might be appropriate to accompany later phases of the PREA.

Appendix 1.
Plan showing Conservation Areas within the study area

